Parent story
My daughter and selective mutism
I think it started (for my daughter) with separation anxiety when we first
started leaving her at creche. At two and a half she started creche but cried
going in all the time. Around the same time she gave up her dummy (we
replaced it with a little toy rabbit to feed) and she also fell off a swing in the
park and developed some sort of fear of things moving, swings, trolley
attachments etc.
When my daughter was 3 ½ her baby brother came along and me staying in
hospital absolutely traumatised her. She would scream every time she left us.
My daughter didn’t like change, for example, I would peel an apple for her but
school wouldn’t. I think she found things like this hard to adapt to.

Nursey
When she was three-and a half she started nursery in a Welsh school. None
of us speak Welsh, only basic Welsh but we were told this didn’t matter as
90% of the parents there didn’t speak Welsh at home. The staff spoke in
English and Welsh to the children.
In nursery the staff informed me she wasn’t talking much but said nothing to
worry about and when she gets to reception things would change.

My daughter spoke at home fine, but soon became quieter with members of
the family she only saw once a week. We knew she wasn’t talking in school
and didn’t want to make it a big deal so we had to tell the family to stop
commenting about it in front of her. gradually with regular visits, Sunday
dinners etc, she got used to their company and become more comfortable.

In nursery, I feel selective mutism was mishandled as the staff and school
didn’t have the knowledge or resource and this is still a big problem now in
primary. The SENCO’s at both my daughters school didn’t know how to help

and I was told by primary school speech and language therapists that
selective mutism wasn’t their “area”.
Things I found unhelpful from teaching staff were comments like;


Have you lost your voice?



You’re shy are you?



Are you going to talk to me today? Go on talk in my ear, no-one’s going
to hear you.



Oh we don’t have that sort of behaviour in my class



You can’t dress up today unless you ask



Children would comment if my daughter did try to speak

Reception
When my daughter went to reception, she would cry every day saying she
had a bad stomach, she felt sick, and looking back it was the anxiety causing
these internal problems. Of course we didn’t realise how bad selective mutism
was for our daughter at the time and I still feel so guilty. It took three months
before she stopped crying, she still wasn’t talking in school so after a few
weeks I expressed concern and asked for a referral.

Some things I noticed/things that happened during reception were;


Not eating much of her lunch, if she had any food or drink in a packet
that would need opening she wouldn’t ask. I realised some days she
hadn’t even drunk because she wouldn’t be able to ask for a drink or
for them to open her apple juice etc.



My daughter had a few accidents in school because she wasn’t able to
ask to use the toilet or she would have an accident on the way home
because she had held it in all day.



A girl took my daughters skipping rope off her and my daughter wasn’t
able to explain it was hers. My daughter still remembers this now which
is so sad.

After my request for a referral, the school were given some information from
the speech and language therapists but I did not actually see a speech and

language therapist. We tried some of the ideas given, ie reward charts,
playing games with my daughter and her friend, inviting them over for tea etc.
After a few months there wasn’t any progress so I asked for a referral to a
school psychologist. I was told this wouldn’t happen until September when my
daughter entered year 1. This was due to resources.

In September 2013 my daughter was diagnosed with selective mutism at the
age of nearly 5 ½.

The psychologist met with us at home and my daughter in school and set up a
development plan and a trainee psychologist carried it out in school over 12
weeks. Things started progressing. When the trainee stopped and left a
programme for the school, it didn’t go anywhere, no progress as again I don’t
think the staff knew how to follow the plan.

The School should have nominated a teaching assistant and put something in
place. I kept ringing to find out what was happening. I was getting angry now
as my daughter was “just left”. I began to look at other schools. I didn’t know
what to do for the best. During a conversation with The SENCo I was asked
“have you thought of home schooling her?” I couldn’t believe it!

We looked at a few schools and decided to move her to an English school.

Move to English school
I spoke to the school and explained what my daughter needed. On the initial
settling in visit, they put her in a small group and towards the end of the visit
my daughter spoke, we were so pleased. However a child commented on my
daughter’s voice and that was it…my daughter never spoke after that.

I asked for a meeting with the psychologist. We mentioned the sliding in
technique during the meeting but were told that there was no space or
resources. We were advised a session could take place once a week to
increase confidence/ self-esteem.

Year 2
In year 2, the sessions started and the new class teacher would read with her
on a one to one. My daughter started recording her reading book for her
teacher and then started to whisper to the teacher during the reading
sessions, and sometimes to the teaching assistant. The anxiety reduced and
we started to see her enjoying going to school once she had made friends.
The session was working but once a week wasn’t enough.

It was at this time that I contacted Jeannette at Afasic and booked myself on
the selective mutism course, run by Maggie Johnson a speech and language
therapist. The psychologist had said that the selective mutism needed to be
dealt with in school but my daughter getting this help depended on staff
availability. Attending the course helped me to properly understand the reason
behind my daughter’s anxiety and the ‘sliding-in’ technique was explained. I
felt more confident that I know knew how to help my daughter.

We followed the advice with 3 (intervention) sessions a week. . We went from
my daughter not speaking to me in school at all to speaking louder than a
whisper to the teaching assistant and myself within 2 months. The support of
my daughter’s teacher and teaching assistant really helped the plan progress.

Year 3
My daughter regressed again. The new class teacher wasn’t very
understanding. The consistency varied and only two sessions were allowed
instead of 3. I started looking for further help for my daughter through CAMHS
(Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service) and our doctor but no one
would help, so I paid privately for counselling.

At Home:
We tried different ways to encourage her to develop friendships outside of
school by joining gymnastics, friends over for tea, sleepovers, meeting friends
in the park, horse riding, Brownies. There was a lot of work outside school

that we did to help her gain confidence and encourage her. We downloaded
Apps to help her communicate with friends ie. Skype etc and would send
videos to friends and their Mums to say thank you for having her for tea etc, I
would continually be trying to find anything to increase my daughter’s
communication skills.

My daughter was becoming increasingly frustrated at school. I went to our GP
several times for help. I contacted the psychologist and we were seen by
CAMHS but they could not offer us any help as apparently we were “doing
everything we could”.

Year 4
I contacted the head teacher before transition to year 4, as I felt more help
was needed from school.
My daughter’s class teacher was amazing. I felt very supported and the
teacher wanted to understand and help her. The teacher organised and
supported my daughter by arranging work in small groups of children. My
daughter can now whisper to some staff and children and talks a bit louder to
the class teacher on a one to one or with a small group of friends. During the
intervention sessions she will now speak at a normal volume with some
friends. The class teacher and her friends have made her feel happier,
although she still feels anxious.

What we needed
As a parent, although we were given leaflets and told about selective mutism
we needed someone to show us how to help my daughter properly. We didn’t
understand the sliding in technique so we feel someone experienced in this
could have helped us a great deal. I now realise after 7 years of helping my
daughter that no one in my home town is as experienced as I am. AFASIC
have been so helpful the last few years and the help from Maggie Johnson
from her book and courses has been amazing. We needed the support,
understanding and knowledge of teachers at school.

If my daughter received the right help in Nursery I think she would have
overcome selective mutism by now.

What my daughter needed


The support of her teacher, school, nominated TA, SLT or
psychologist.



My daughter needed to be told it would be ok and we understood how
hard it was for her.



She needed a hug and for someone to take responsibility in helping
her.



She needed friends to make her happy. Once she was happy going in
to School that was half the battle.



CONSISTENCY – my daughter regressed when the help was not
consistent

Generally it feels like some people don’t really understand selective mutism.
They may think that because my daughter talks at home, that there’s nothing
to worry about. I’ve been told many times not to think about the future! In
school she’s doing well educationally so there doesn’t seem to be any
concern with the fact she’s still unable to talk normally in school. I think more
help is needed for selective mutism as surely it comes under ‘social and
communication problems?

Now, 7years later, I understand this fear of not being able to talk in certain
social situations. It’s been a long 7 years fighting for help and it’s felt like
we’ve been stuck in a fog, trying to find a way out of it.
If speech and language therapy don’t see it as their area and we don’t get
help from CAMHS, where are parents supposed to go for help?
The future
I think my daughter needs a Statement of Educational Needs so she gets
exactly what she needs which is at least three sessions a week, and it

shouldn’t depend on whether staff are available or not. It needs to be taken
more seriously.

I dread to think what might happen at comprehensive school, it could be the
best thing, new staff/new friends or it could all go wrong. The earlier
intervention is started the better.

Advice to other parents
I doubted myself so many times. I didn’t know where to go for help or what to
do for the best. I can see a light at the end of the tunnel so please don’t give
up!
 Parents, family members, SLTs, Psychologists and staff at school need
the knowledge to help children with selective mutism
 Buy the selective mutism manual by Maggie Johnson
 Watch “Help me to speak” on Youtube
 Contact Afasic
 Attend a selective mutism course.
 Join the SMIRA Facebook page
 Push for what your child needs and trust your instincts
 Don’t give up!

